Abstract X-ray fluorescence (XRF) in combination with partial least-squares (PLS) regression was employed to analyze the ore slurry grade. Using the Monte Carlo simulation code PENELOPE, X-ray fluorescence spectra of ore samples were obtained. Good accuracy was achieved when this method was used to analyze elements with concentrations of several percent or above. It was demonstrated that the more the number of X-ray fluorescence spectra used to calibrate, the better the obtained accuracy. In this method detector resolution was found to have little or no effect on the results of quantitative analysis. The effect of the concentration of water was investigated as well, and it was found to have little influence on the results.
Introduction
On-line analysis of ore slurry grade plays a very important role in floatation processes. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry is a widely-used multi-element analytical method. It has many advantages such as fast, non-destructive and quantitative, which make it very suitable for process controls in industrial on-line applications. Furthermore, compared with other analytical methods, the XRF needs little or no standard sample preparation [1∼5] . Recently, the XRF method has been adopted to analyze a wide range of materials in various physical forms such as slurry, cement, ore and mineral, alloy and others [1∼3] . However, one of the major drawbacks of XRF is the spectral interference of element characteristic lines due to the matrix effect and the limited resolution of the detector. In general, classical quantitative analysis methods deal with this problem in two steps. In the first step, net peak intensities are obtained using spectrum evolution techniques. The subsequent step is to transform the net intensities into elemental concentrations. However, in these steps, there exist many disadvantages, such as the uncertainties of the fundamental parameter method, the needs of more standard samples in the influence coefficient method and the demands of a high degree of experiences and knowledge from operators in the complicated and time-consuming spectrum evaluations as well. These make it difficult to automate the analysis processes. An ideal on-line quantification method should be able to transform directly the spectrum of a sample into elemental concentrations, without any interference of the operator. Therefore, alternative methods including partial least-squares (PLS) regression are developed to deal with these problems.
The PLS method is a multivariate analysis method, which is able to perform spectrum evaluations and quantification analyses in a single step. The present method includes the following steps. In the calibration step, an implicit model is built to describe the relationship between the spectra of standard samples and corresponding constituent concentrations. In the prediction step, concentrations of elements in an unknown sample are determined by the model established in the calibration step. The PLS multivariate method has been successfully applied to the wavelength-dispersive XRF [6] and energy-dispersive XRF [7, 8] . The PLS in combination with XRF method has been employed for the quantitative analysis of cement [9] , liquid [10] , geological materials [11] and so on. In this paper, we combined the XRF with the PLS to analyze ore slurry grade. Monte Carlo simulations were employed to obtain the spectra of a set of samples. Effects of detector resolution and concentration of water were also investigated. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic principles of the PLS and how we perform Monte Carlo simulations. Section 3 shows the results and discussion. The conclusions are drawn in section 4.
Method

Basic principle of PLS
The PLS is an advanced multiple regression analysis method, which is used particularly when the number of variables exceeds the number of samples or there is a high degree of collinearity among the variables. As for the analysis of X-ray fluorescence spectra, the variables are the channels in the spectrum, whose number is far more than that of the standard samples. Furthermore, due to the matrix effect, a strong multiple correlation exists among the variables. Therefore, the PLS method is very suitable for the analysis of XRF data. During the analysis, the spectra of samples form a matrix X of size n×p, n is the number of samples, p is the number of channels or energy intervals in the spectra. The matrix Y of size n × q contains the corresponding constituent concentrations data, n is the number of samples, q is the number of constituents in a sample.
The relationship between the measured XRF spectra and the elemental concentrations can be described in the following formula:
The matrix B contains the regression coefficients and F is the residuals. The regression analysis of the model lies essentially in the calculation of the coefficients in B. However, usually, the matrix B can not be calculated directly because of the high degree of collinearity among the variables. The PLS method deals with this problem by compressing the original variables
which are orthogonal. The number of latent variables m is much smaller than that of original variables p. More details on the calculation of latent variables and how the PLS method solves the model can be found in Refs. [12, 13] . In this paper, we employed the SIMCA-P [14] code based on the PLS method to analyze our XRF data.
Monte Carlo simulations
Monte Carlo simulations are now widely used in simulating complicated physical and mathematical problems. L. VINCZE, K. JANSSENS et al. developed a Monte Carlo simulation code for X-ray fluorescence spectrometers [15∼17] . In this paper, the Monte Carlo simulation code PENELOPE, developed by SALVAT et al. [18] , was employed to simulate our XRF experiment. The PENELOPE code is a general-purpose Monte Carlo package, which can perform simulations of electron, positron and photon transports in the energy range of 50 eV∼1 GeV.
The samples studied in this paper are 70 ore samples in total. Sample 0∼39 are ore powders, sample 40∼69 are ore slurry. For sample 0∼29, the concentration distribution of each element is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution, whose mean and variance values are assumed to be the chemical analytical value of the elemental concentration for a practical ore sample and a half of it, respectively. The chemical components in a practical ore sample usually include Fe, Ti, V, Cr, Cu, Co, Ni, Si, Al, Ca, Mg, S, P, and O, and their weight concentrations range from ∼0.01% to ∼35%. For sample 30, the concentrations of each constituent in it are the same. In addition, sample 31∼39 contain only one element, i.e., Fe, Ti, O, Al, Ca, Mg, Mn, Si, S, respectively, these elements are the major components of ore powder. In order to discuss the effect of concentration of water, we also studied sample 40∼69 which contain different concentrations of water.
Firstly, we used Monte Carlo simulation code PENE-LOPE to obtain the primary X-ray spectrum emitted from an X-ray tube. The parameters of the X-ray tube used in our simulation are given by the manufacturer, the tube voltage is assumed to be 10.2 kV in the simulation. Fig. 1 shows the geometrical schematic of the X-ray tube for the Monte Carlo simulation. The obtained primary X-ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 . Then, we used the primary X-ray spectrum as a sampling source to calculate the X-ray spectra of ore samples, an ideal annular impact detector with the angular range of 40 o < θ < 50 o was defined to record the X-ray spectra. The X-ray spectrum of sample 0 generated by Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Result and discussion
We employed the SIMCA-P code to derive the concentrations of all elements in sample from the obtained X-ray spectrum. Comparison of the fitted elemental concentrations with the original values for Fe, Ti, O, Co is shown in Fig. 4 . The fitted elemental concentrations of sample 0∼29 were obtained by the PLS model in which the spectra of sample 0∼29 were included for calibration. Here, Fe and Ti are the elements we are most interested in for the ore analysis, O is the most abundant element in the studied samples, and Co is the element with a quite low concentration. In Fig. 4 , we can see that the fitted elemental concentrations are in good agreement with the original values for Fe, Ti and O. As for Co, the fluctuations of the fitted results with respect to the original values are relatively bigger than that for Fe, Ti and O. Moreover, the predicted element concentrations of sample 15∼29 in comparison with the original values are shown in Fig. 5 , the spectra of sample 0∼14 were used for calibration. In Fig. 5 , we can also find that for elements with high concentration such as Fe, Ti and O, the PLS method can give reliable predictions, but, for low concentration elements such as Co, satisfactory results can not be given by this method. This is mainly because the contribution of the element with low concentration to the XRF spectrum is limited, which makes it difficult to derive the concentration from the spectrum.
In order to test the applicability of this method, we used the model, in which the XRF spectra of sample 31∼39 were used for calibration, to predict the element concentration of sample 0. We also used spectra of sample 0∼29 for calibration to predict the element concentration of sample 30. We found that the PLS method can not give reliable prediction in these cases. The results given by SIMCA-P code show that the samples to be predicted in these two models are singular, i.e., the data structures of these two sample points are very different from that of other samples used for calibration in the corresponding model. This indicates that the PLS regression model can not analyze samples which are very different from the calibration samples.
Since the PLS regression method is based on finding the relationship between the XRF spectra and the element concentrations, the number of spectra used for calibration is very important for the result. We studied the relationship between the relative error of predicted concentration for Fe in sample 0 and its corresponding number of calibrated spectra. Sample 0 was not included for calibration. The concentration of Fe in sample 0 is 24.1%. We found that the relative error is changed from ∼12.6% to ∼1.5% when the number of calibrated spectra is increased from 5 to 29.
Effect of the detector resolution was discussed as well. In the Monte Carlo simulations, the detector is assumed to be ideal without taking the detector resolution into account. In practice, the limited resolution of the detector would result in spectral overlaps. Considering the detector resolution, we performed the convo- lutions of the XRF spectra with the detector's Gaussian response function. We discussed two kinds of detectors, i.e., for the low-resolution detector such as proportional counter detector, in which the FWHM was assumed to be 700 eV, and for a semiconductor detector, in which the FWHM was assumed to be 150 eV. The obtained spectra with corresponding FWHM were used in the PLS regression models. Here, sample 15∼29 were used for calibration. The predicted element concentrations of sample 0∼14 are shown in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 we can see that, on the one hand, for Fe, Ti and O, the predicted concentrations with different detector resolutions agree well with each other; on the other hand, the predicted concentrations of Co fluctuate dramatically from each other with none of them giving a satisfactory prediction. Therefore, we can infer that the detector resolution, when it is in a reasonable range, has little influence on the results of the PLS method. This is mainly because the PLS method does not rely on net characteristic peak intensities, it relates the element concentrations to the XRF spectra directly. Hence the peak overlap can be dealt with satisfactorily in the PLS method. In addition, we have also assessed the effect of concentration of water. For ore slurry sample 40∼69, elements of ore are diluted to a low concentration by water, the concentrations of added water are about 75% of the total weight of samples. Compared with ore powder sample, the fluctuation of the fitted concentrations of all elements in ore slurry sample with respect to the original values shows little difference. Therefore we can infer that the concentration of water has little influence on the analysis results.
Conclusions
Based on the Monte Carlo simulations, the XRF in combination with the PLS method was used to analyze ore samples. Good accuracy was obtained when this method was employed for the analysis of high concentration elements such as Fe, Ti and O. As for very low concentration elements such as Co, this method can not give a reliable prediction. We found that the PLS method is suitable for quantitative analysis of elements with concentrations of several percent or above.
The PLS method demands that the concentration distributions of the samples to be measured are roughly the same as that of calibrated samples. Therefore, by broadening the concentration ranges of calibrated samples, the PLS method can be used to analyze samples which have a wide range of element concentrations. It was also demonstrated that the more the number of XRF spectra used to calibrate, the better the accuracy obtained. In addition, we also assessed the effect of detector resolution on the PLS method, and found that the effect of detector resolution is very small, i.e., the influence of detector resolution can be neglected if the detector resolution is in a reasonable range. It was also found that the concentration of water has little influence on the analysis results.
